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Abstract 

Enamel strengthening to prevent the first stage of caries has been an essential issue in oral health recently. 

Among the available methods to increase enamel strength, fluoride varnish treatment has relatively better 

results in preventing tooth decay. Cold plasma capabilities in sterilizing the environment, surface 

modification, and improving adhesion are well known. Accordingly, this study aims to increase the enamel 

layer's adhesion hoping that the intensity and time of enamel interaction with FV and the absorption of 

fluoride ions will increase. Accordingly, we randomly divided twenty bovine teeth into two groups A 

(consisting of four teeth) and B (composed of four subgroups, each containing four teeth). Samples of group 

A and one specimen of each subset B investigate the effect of using Helium-DBD (He-DBDJ), Argon (ArJ), 

and Air-DBD jet on the enamel surface. Other B specimens are devoted to the study of the release of FV 

fluoride ions from processed enamel. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images show that although 

ArJ and Air-DBD have significantly damaged the enamel's hexagonal structures, they are only changed 

from convex to concave in the He-DBDJ case. For this reason, enamel effectively enhances the capacity to 

accept more FV. The energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) indicates an increase in calcium ratio to 



phosphorus and the amount of fluoride and sodium absorption in the enamel layer in processing with He-

DBDJ plasma. The latter helps restore the damaged parts of the enamel. Analysis of fluoride released from 

the FV did not show a significant change owing to plasma processing. The combination of Cold plasma 

and varnish fluoride on treatment enamel could be unique ability to improve reinforcement of tooth enamel 

against of tooth decay. 
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1.     Introduction 

There are several factors involved in dental caries and related infections. Numerous studies and research in 

the last few decades in preventing tooth decay show that it is still the most chronic disease in primary school 

children [1, 2]. Minerals are absorbed and excreted from the enamel every day. Tooth decay occurs due to 

carbohydrate metabolism in bacteria in the mouth and a lower pH level than the critical value (pH = 5.5), 

which leads to a change in the concentration of calcium and phosphate ions in saliva. The acid produced by 

bacteria dissolves the enamel surface and then the dentin [3-5]. Today, in addition to the strict 

recommendation for proper and regular oral hygiene, the use of fissure sealants, systemic and topical 

fluoride, and diet control have also been suggested as complementary methods to prevent tooth decay. 

Because fluoride is less likely to be absorbed and the toothbrush has less access to microbial plaque in these 

areas, fissure sealant the holes and crevices [6, 7]. Fluoride can prevent tooth decay in three ways. First, 

fluoride can be easily absorbed systemically (through milk, food, and water) and transferred to the enamel 

during the pre-eruptive period of tooth formation 8,9. As a result, the fluoride ion replaces the OH bond in 

the hydroxyapatite crystal and forms a crystal. In terms of rot resistance, fluorapatite is much more resistant 

than hydroxyapatite. Topical fluoride causes tooth strength. Moreover, it can accelerate remineralization 

and prevent tooth surface demineralization after tooth eruption [8-10]. Besides, topical fluoride makes 

bacteria more vulnerable to acid by stopping the glycolysis process in the microorganism [11]. 



There are several ways to apply topical fluoride to the tooth surface. Topical fluoride in the form of 2 % 

sodium fluoride, 1.23 % APF gel, and FV is the most common fluoride therapy method in dental clinics 

[12-16]. The fluoride in these methods creates a physical barrier against acid restriction by forming a 

sedimentary layer of calcium fluoride on the enamel and improving tooth enamel structure by creating a 

fluoride storage source. Numerous studies show that FV is superior to other forms due to its ease of use, 

especially for children, saving time, and the rare possibility of fluoride ingestion. However, topical fluoride 

dissolves in the presence of an acid, so its protective ability is limited. Therefore, fluoride therapy needs to 

be repeated at regular intervals [17-20]. As a result, increasing the effect of fluoride coating and its 

durability with appropriate fluoride concentrations is still a significant challenge for researchers in this field. 

In this regard, the use of laser radiation [21-23] ozone therapy [24, 25], and photodynamic therapy [26] 

have been tested in this respect, although still, are not reliable. 

The situation described has coincided with a plasma technology development stage that provides plasma 

access with two main features: atmospheric pressure and body temperature, known as cold-atmospheric 

pressure plasma, abbreviated CAP. Based on the mentioned features, CAP technology has been the source 

of numerous medical field experiments that have yielded brilliant and thought-provoking results. Due to 

the wide range of CAP medical applications, we avoid going into details and refer those interested to a few 

references for further studies [27-31]. However, let us mention some of the research related to plasma 

dentistry applications: plasma introduces applications in pathogens removal in bacterial plaque, tooth 

bleaching, bond strength, endodontic therapy, and increasing hydrophilicity [32-36]. 

Among the CAP-derived effects that led us to design a research stream to strengthen tooth enamel is CAP's 

ability to change the surface's physical and chemical properties that CAP has processed. In other words, 

using CAP can be expected to alter i) the properties of hydrophilicity and hydrophobicity ii) change the 

electrical properties of the enamel surface and thus change the surface adsorption capacity iii) change the 

structure of some bonds in the surface area by replacing some units in the surface structure either by CAP-

derived radicals or replacement by the other agents mediated by these radicals. Accordingly, the idea that 



adequate processing of the enamel surface with a type of CAP could increase fluoride ion uptake and its 

replacement by OH bond in hydroxyapatite was worth trying. The process leads to fluorapatite formation 

with a stiffer structure and resistance to destructive factors and erosion. Although this dream seems 

achievable, its realization requires sufficient knowledge of the physical and chemical factors involved, 

which is possible through the design and conduct of numerous experiments.  

To give an idea of the challenges ahead, we should address two main issues, the unknown plasma-enamel 

interaction and the diversity in the architecture of existing plasma systems.  The degrees of freedom 

associated with both problems diversify the possible scenarios to such an extent that it is challenging to 

decide on the appropriate strategy. Accordingly, the pilot phase was defined to be as comprehensive as 

possible and, at the same time, limited to a few parameters. The analysis of the pilot results provides a 

degree of cognition for the choice of preferred architecture. Keep in mind that preferred architecture makes 

sense in fluoride uptake and minor damage caused by plasma processing to the enamel structure. Based on 

this, three types of helium, argon, and air are the working gas for plasma systems with three different 

discharge reactor designs. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the plasma architectures used in this study. 

This article shows that we are still far from reaching the destination despite the considerable evidence 

showing the correct orientation and movement towards the goal. Other experiments are needed to clear up 

the ambiguities. 

 

2.     Materials and Methods 

2.1.     Enamel Specimens Preparation 

We use twenty extracted bovine incisors from an abattoir in this investigation. All the methods were carried 

out in accordance with relevant guidelines. The guidelines are approved by Research Committee 

(IR.TUMS.VSR.REC.1397.757) of Tehran University of Medical Sciences. On behalf of the Tehran 



University of Medical Sciences, the mentioned bovine teeth were ordered to the Tehran Slaughter Center, 

responsible for slaughtering cows to supply Tehran's meat under the supervision of the Ministry of Health 

and Medical Education. Under the personal supervision of the Tehran University, Slaughterhouse officials 

extracted out the bovine's teeth immediately after slaughtering the animals. Care was taken to select the 

newly extracted teeth to be completely healthy (without decay) and immediately immersed in a 0.05% 

chloramine solution at 4℃ for four days to maintain their moisture and avoid environmental contamination. 

The first step in preparing the selected teeth was to thoroughly clean the soft tissues left on them with 

pumice slurry and hand scale.  The next step was to cut the cementum enamel with a low-speed water-

cooled diamond saw. Next, a 10X stereomicroscope examined all samples' buccal surfaces to ensure the 

quality of cleanliness, absence of structural defects, and micro-fracture for removing unsuitable specimens 

from the collection. Then, we fixed the final 20 samples in molds containing acrylic resin so that their 

buccal surface is upwards. Finally, they were coated with two layers of protective nail varnish to cover the 

enamel area leaving a treatment window of approximately 2×4 mm. At all sample preparation stages, their 

storage environment's humidity and temperature were 95% and 25℃, respectively. 

 

2.2.     Specimens Grouping 

After preparing twenty samples and passing them through the final stage of quality control, we randomly 

divided them into two groups A (consisting of four teeth) and B (including sixteen teeth). We have 

introduced group A exclusively to study changes in enamel surface due to plasma processing. For this 

purpose, we first process the enamel surface of three A group samples by Helium Dielectric Barrier 

Discharge Jet (He-DBDJ), Argon Jet (ArJ) Air-DBD. Then, compare the processed specimens with the 

remaining A group member, i.e., control (C). Group B, consisting of sixteen teeth in four subgroups, is 

assigned to a scenario in which the three subgroups' treated teeth (by three plasma devices) and the 

remaining subgroup's unprocessed teeth are impregnated with FV. We have identified the symbols He-



DBDJ + FV, ArJ + FV, Air-DBD + FV, and C + FV at the end of this step. We use one tooth from each of 

these subgroups for Scanning Electron Microscope [34] imaging and the other teeth to measure fluoride ion 

uptake. Figure 1 shows schematic images of each of the plasma devices used in this study.  

 

2.3.     Topical Fluoride Application 

The enamel slabs were thoroughly rinsed with distilled water and delicately dried with a towel. As 

mentioned earlier, group A is only affected by plasma processing without receiving FV. In contrast, on the 

surface of Group B samples, after processing by plasma, a layer of FV containing 5% sodium fluoride 

(Oratech, USA) with a thickness of 2 mm (weighing 0.1 g) is placed by micro brush. According to the 

manufacturer's recommendation, after impregnating the samples with FV, the samples were exposed to dry 

air for 2 minutes to reduce the FV's moisture content. Finally, we simulate the oral environment by 

immersing the teeth in 37℃ distilled water. 

 

2.4.     CAP Devices 

Along with our curiosity about how and to what extent cold-atmospheric pressure plasma affects fluoride 

ion adsorption in enamel, the variation in geometry and details of the mechanism and parameters involved 

in the electrical discharge process make the choice of the ``appropriate architecture" for this treatment a 

fundamental question.  We nominate three relatively different architectures from different strategies that 

could lead to selecting the appropriate architecture. We believe overlapping their features can lead to a 

minimum of knowledge necessary to choose the desired device. Accordingly, to better examine the results 

and their analysis, it must provide a clear picture of the plasma devices' geometry and characteristics in this 

research. Figure 1 schematically shows the three plasma generators. 



 

Fig. 1 - Schematic of cold-atmospheric pressure plasma devices used for enamel processing    a) He-

DBDJ b) ArJ c) Air-DBD. 

 

Figure 1a shows a He-DBDJ whose main body is a glass cylinder, and helium gas is injected into one of its 

two ends into the cylinder, resulting in a steady flow of QHe=7 L/min. Installing a single copper ring 



electrode on the glass cylinder end and connecting it to the high voltage (HV) source causes the ring 

electrode and helium gas to interact (the discharge process). Due to the glass dielectric and gas flux, only 

micro-discharge is possible. The former prevents secondary electrons, and the latter regulates the 

interaction-time of the HV source and the base gas. The slight thermal effects of micro-discharges bring 

the partial plasma and carrier helium gas temperatures to about 37℃.  A sinusoidal HV source with a peak 

to peak amplitude of VPP=8 kV and a frequency of ν=50 kHz is responsible for the electrical discharge.  

Since this plasma jet has only one electrode, the second (floating) electrode that plays the ground electrode's 

role is the tooth surface. In the experiment, the distance between the helium probe and the tooth surface 

was about d=10 mm. 

Figure 1b shows an ArJ. The ARG structure differs from He-DBDJ as follows. In ArJ, the reactor body 

(electric discharge zone) is made of quartz and has a high thermal resistance. In addition, unlike the He-

DBDJ in which the retaining glass wall between the helium atoms and the high-voltage ring electrode 

responsible for preventing the secondary electrons' production, in the ArJ, the single needle-shaped 

electrode at the axis of symmetry of the cylinder is exposed to argon atoms regardless of any obstacle. That 

is why the secondary electrons' generation from the needle-shaped electrode and more intense electrical 

discharge is expectable. 

Consequently, significant thermal effects (compared to the He-DBDJ) yields [37]. There are two ways to 

reduce the thermal effects: reducing the high voltage amplitude or increasing the argon gas flux (or both). 

We think it is more economical to reduce the high voltage range (less argon gas consumption, QAr=4 L/min). 

The reactor wall must protect itself from possible thermal damage while adjusting the high voltage range. 

Quartz is the right choice that meets the latter purpose. The parameters of ArJ applied in this study are a 

sinusoidal HV source with VPP=6 kV and ν=50 kHz. Like the He-DBDJ, the second electrode is the tooth 

surface (floating electrode) at a distance of d=10 mm from the argon probe. 



Figure 1c is a schematic of the Air-DBD. Two main reasons justify the presence of this plasma device in 

the group of cold plasma generators. First, air (the air in the environment we breathe) is a base gas, and it 

is more cost-effective than devices that use helium or argon gases. Furthermore, the plasma generated by 

the electrical discharge of air adjacent to the glass tube covering the HV electrode is quiet and free of the 

momentum transfer caused by the base gas flux. In designing the present study's algorithm, choosing the 

Air-DBD without gas flux makes it possible to study gas flux's effect on the enamel surface and fluoride 

uptake by comparing it with two other devices.  The parameters of Air-DBD applied in this study are a 

sinusoidal HV source with VPP=4 kV and ν=50 kHz connected to the needle-shaped electrode. Plasma 

processing was performed by placing the tooth surface 1mm from the surface of the glass tube. 

 

3.     Results 

We have used the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX) 

diagnostic tools to study the effect of different plasma species on tooth enamel and subsequent changes in 

fluoride ion uptake and the Ion-Selective Electrode (ISE) to measure the fluoride ion release. 

Since SEM imaging uses a 10 nm gold coating layer on insulating layers such as tooth enamel, it is 

necessary to pay sufficient attention to the sample surface's cleanliness and dryness. The applied SEM (FEI 

Nova, NanoSEM, 450) operating parameters are: charge reduction mode, accelerator voltage 10 kV, 

working distance 4.5 mm, and a set of magnifications including 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000, and 

15000. 

Figure 2 demonstrates SEM images related to enamel surface treatment with a) Control group, process-

free specimen b) Air-DBD c) ArJ d) He-DBDJ. At a glance, the followings are observable: 

1- The control sample (Fig. 2a) is distinguishable by observing porous enamel prisms and mineral 

deposition evidence with natural features (convex curves within hexagonal boundaries). 



2- The micron-sized particles in the Air-DBD processed specimen (Fig. 2b) indicate dust particles in the 

air. 

3- Cracks are present in all samples processed by plasma (Fig. 2b, 2c, 2d). 

4- The severe damage of hexagonal structures is observable in the samples processed with Air-DBD (Fig. 

2b) and ArJ (Fig. 2c). 

5- The convex structures exist similar to the control specimen in the case ArJ (Fig. 2c) and different from 

the control specimen with concave forms in the Air-DBD (Fig. 2b) and He-DBDJ (Fig. 2c) cases. 

 

 

Fig. 2 -  SEM images related to enamel surface treatment with a) Control group, process-free specimen b) 

Air-DBD c) ArJ d) He-DBDJ.  



 

Fig. 3 - SEM images related to enamel surface treatment with a) C+FV b) Air-DBD+FV c) ArJ+FV d) 

He-DBDJ+FV. 

 

So far, we have reviewed SEM Fig. 2 as qualitative evidence supporting the usefulness of the He-DBDJ 

application (Fig. 2d) in enamel surface treatment to improve FV's adhesion. What can be seen in SEM Fig. 

3 is the evidence that supports the presented hypotheses. Figure 3 demonstrates the processed specimens 

and the control one after impregnating with FV, as described earlier. The figures' arrangement, representing 

the control and processed specimens, is the same in SEM Figs. 2 and 3. Figure 3, regardless of the amount 

of dust mixed with the FV (please see Figs. 3b, Fig. 3c, and Fig. 3d), refers to a floating FV on the surface 

of Fig. 3b and Fig. 3c specimens. It was expectable because with the destruction of the enamel surface's 

hexagonal structure, following Air-DBD and ArJ applications, the coefficient of friction of the enamel 

surface decreased. 



Consequently, the adhesion of FV to the surface of the samples decreased. Instead, the control sample and 

the He-DBDJ processed sample (with a relatively complete hexagonal structure observable in Fig. 2a and 

Fig. 2d) show recognizable hexagonal structure even after applying the varnish (Fig. 3a and Fig. 3d, 

emphasizing its greater clarity in Fig. 3d).  

As mentioned earlier at the beginning of this section, another diagnostic device used in this connection is 

EDX. By EDX (BRUKER, XFlash 6, 10), the investigation of elements modification of tooth enamel gets 

possible. EDX operating parameters are an acceleration voltage of 20 kV and a magnification of 129 times. 

For this purpose, the window surface of 2 × 4 mm of the samples were scanned linearly by EDX to measure 

the specimens' elements using the reflected X-ray. EDX detector analyzes 700 to 1500 counts per second 

over three $20$ nm spots. The ratio of calcium to phosphorus is one of the essential quantities in the enamel 

layer analysis. The larger the ratio, the greater the strength expected for the enamel structure. Emphasizing 

that we are only reviewing the evidence and postponing the judgment to the point where we have sufficient 

statistics, let us refer to another evidence that EDX has provided on the ratio of calcium to phosphorus, 

which can help us summarize the pilot phase. The ratio of calcium to phosphorus in different samples is 

C+FV 2.3, He-DBDJ+FV 2.42 (in good agreement with the report of Kim et al. [39]), ArJ+FV 1.51, and 

Air-DBD+FV 1.49. What is noteworthy is the consistency of these results with the qualitative analysis 

based on SEM images' viewing. The ratio of calcium to phosphorus in the two samples processed with ArJ 

and Air-DBD plasma is lower than the control sample, whereas the one processed by He-DBDJ plasma 

shows a larger ratio. In the first two, we faced the destruction of some of the hexagonal structures, while in 

the next two, the most important event was the transformation of the convex hexagonal structure into 

concave.  

The previous paragraph was not the whole story.  Figure 4 shows the qualitative analysis of the EDX 

mapping of fluoride levels. The good news is that, even at a glance, a significant increase in fluoride ions 

is observable in the sample of He-DBDJ+FV compared to other plasma processed specimens (Air-

DBD+FV and ArJ+FV), and especially C+FV.  



 

 

Fig. 4 -  EDX mapping allows a qualitative comparison of the number of fluoride ions in tooth enamel 

between the control sample that received only FV and three other pieces impregnated with FV after 

various plasma processing. This image is the result of a $20$ nm area scan of enamel. A) C + FV b) Air-

DBD + FV c) ArJ + FV d) He-DBDJ + FV. 

 

 



 

Fig. 5 - EDX mapping allows a qualitative comparison of the amount of sodium in tooth enamel between 

the control sample that received only FV and the one impregnated with FV after He-DBDJ plasma 

processing. The image is the result of a 2$ nm enamel scan area. a) C+FV b) He-DBDJ+FV. 

 

Another considerable evidence in the EDX mapping analysis was sodium presence only in the control 

specimen and processed by He-DBDJ plasma (please see Figure 5). We know that the source of this sodium 

is the FV. Nevertheless, what is interesting, and we still have no idea how to explain it, is the absence (at 

least in the range of used EDX accuracy) of sodium in specimens processed by the Air-DBD and ArJ 

plasmas.  

 



 

Fig. 6 - Investigation of the effect of plasma processing on the release of fluoride ions from FV. Ion 

meters measure the fluoride ions release at 0.5, 3, 6, 12, 24, and 48 hours. 

 

The group's dental experience indicated that the degree of fluoride ion uptake from the FV is a measure of 

the FV quality. Accordingly, whether radicals generated by plasma processing affect the uptake of fluoride 

ions from the FV is somehow justified. We used an ion-selective electrode (ISE) connected to an ion meter 

for the fluoride analysis released from FV to aqueous solutions.  At this stage, three samples of each 

subgroup of group B are immersed in individual falcon containers with 25 ml of distilled water at 37℃ to 

check the ion meter's uptake of fluoride ions system (781 PH/Ion Meter, Metrohm). For the fluoride ion 

uptake calculation, we measure the weight of FV.  To this end, it is enough to get the enamel slabs' weight 

at the beginning and end of the time interval. Therefore, each sample's weight was measured three times 

according to the standard introduced by (Company, Japan A$\&$D) with an accuracy of 0.0001 g.  

When measuring fluoride, after removing each sample from the storage container and before weighing it, 

we must clean it from the storage solution attached to it at 4℃. After weighing the sample, transfer it to a 

new container with 25 ml of fresh distilled water for the next measurement step. As described, the ion meter 

measures the absorption of fluoride ions at 0.5, 3, 6, 12, 24, and 48 hours after plasma processing. The usual 



prescription to control pH and prevent fluoride complexes' formation adds a total ionic strength adjustment 

buffer (TISAB).  The result is a mixture of 20 ml of storage solution, 10 ml distilled water, and 10 ml of 

acetic buffer solution (TISAB IV, Metrohm, Ion Meter Switzerland). The fluoride concentrations 

measurement device is a calibrated fluoride-specific electrode (Separate electrode 6.0502.150; Metrohm) 

attached to an ion meter to an accuracy of 0.001 ppm. The calculated results are the fluoride number up 

taken per unit area of the sample in mg/cm2 

Figure 6 is the result of the above experiment. The results do not show a significant change. Despite what 

Figure 6 confirms, it is still too early to judge plasma-derived radicals' effectiveness on the ion uptake 

process. Accordingly, we hope to activate mechanisms that maximize fluoride ions' maximal absorption by 

modifying the test method, such as processing plasma FV before applying it to tooth enamel. 

 

4.    Discussion 

It is necessary to explicitly emphasize that according to the number of dental specimens and the statistics 

extracted from them, we cannot judge and present a final verdict at all. The purpose of the pilot phase is, as 

usual, to find evidence to support the idea. Based on the evidence obtained, more extensive tests and more 

diagnostic tools will be on the agenda. In this way, we hope to finally achieve more credible statistics and 

other aspects of this issue. 

With sufficient caution, it may be possible to link the presence of cracks to plasma processing. Because it 

is visible in all processed samples but not in the control sample. However, what we have at this stage does 

not allow us to judge cracks before plasma processing. Nevertheless, if this is the case, it could be due to 

the transfer of momentum of the plasma particles to the enamel crystal or the fields' interaction around the 

discharge produced radicals with the enamel layer. The particles' momentum has a transition part supplied 

by the carrier gas flux and another part due to the acceleration of charged particles in the HV field. The 

latter has a random velocity distribution due to collisions with other particles that often occur at atmospheric 



pressure. We know that the enamel mass does not have a homogeneous structure (that if it did, it would be 

better to use the word enamel crystal instead). In fact, it consists of several different crystals (such as 

hydroxyapatite, fluorapatite, different types of Hydroxycarbonate apatite), which stuck together. The 

bonding forces within crystal constituents are far more substantial than the forces that hold various crystals 

together. Accordingly, the enamel layer's weakness is the heterogeneity boundaries (the typical boundaries 

of two or more crystalline species). The most likely place for cracks to form and spread is in a heterogeneous 

area-the neighborhood of two different crystals (See Ref. [38] for a research study on enamel cracks).  

Significant erosion of the enamel surface in both Air-DBD and ArJ reinforces the hypothesis that the carrier 

gas flux cannot be considered a substantial factor in the erosion process. Because of QHe>QAr and QAir=0. 

The main agent's search makes accurate spectroscopy of a distance of one centimeter from the He-DBDJ, 

ArJ, and one millimeter from the Air-DBD inevitable. Adequate knowledge of the different types of radicals 

produced and their populations will significantly contribute to deciphering the erosion factors. However, 

even with this amount of information, it can be assumed that the atomic mass of carrier gases has a 

meaningful relationship with the amount and manner of erosion. Since the highest amount of enamel surface 

destruction in Air-DBD (mO2=31.998, mN2=28.014) and then ArJ (mAr=39.948) and finally the least that 

has occurred by converting convex structures to concave in He-DBDJ (mHe=4.002602). Whether these 

gases themselves directly change the enamel surface after ionization or produce a chain of oxygen and 

nitrogen radicals should be left to post-spectroscopy. 

In our opinion, Fig. 2d, which is related to He-DBDJ, demonstrates the most crucial favorable evidence for 

plasma processing of the enamel surface. The mentioned process with the least destructive and erosive 

effects on the enamel layer and converting convex structures into concave structures has provided a suitable 

FV substrate. We emphasize this point in more detail in analyzing the results obtained from FV's use on the 

four dental specimens shown in SEM Fig. 3. 



In fig. 3., To explain the greater clarity, note that in the control sample, due to convex hexagonal structures, 

we expect less adhesion for the varnish than in the case where the concave hexagonal structure hosts the 

FV. Therefore, the surface processed by He-DBDJ appears to have a greater capacity to absorb the varnish 

than the control sample's surface. This factor is a positive point for varnish therapy.  Kim et al. [39] report 

a similar conclusion, which is, of course, limited to comparing the He-DBDJ processed sample with the 

control one. 

What is noteworthy in Fig. 4 is the consistency of these results with the qualitative analysis based on SEM 

images' viewing. The ratio of calcium to phosphorus in the two samples processed with ArJ and Air-DBD 

plasma is lower than the control sample, whereas the one processed by He-DBDJ plasma shows a larger 

ratio. In the first two, we faced the destruction of some of the hexagonal structures, while in the next two, 

the most important event was the transformation of the convex hexagonal structure into concave. 

Sodium presence in the EDX mapping analysis is very noticeable. The presence of sodium can temporarily 

increase local pH. The temporary increase in pH provides the conditions for the chemical reaction of 

calcium and phosphate ions in the enamel and calcium phosphate formation on the tooth surface. As this 

process continues, the layer is converted to hydroxycarbonate apatite, structurally and chemically similar 

to biological apatite [40]. In other words, the presence of sodium activates mechanisms that play a beneficial 

role for the enamel layer by forming hydroxycarbonate apatite. Figure 5 shows that the amount of sodium 

in the He+FV sample is higher than in the C+FV sample. Therefore, in terms of the presence of sodium and 

its subsequent mechanisms, it seems that performing FV after processing enamel with He-DBDJ plasma 

will be more effective than other techniques in this study. 

Putting together the puzzle pieces we have found so far reinforces the idea that if plasma processing 

increases the FV absorption in the enamel layer, He-DBDJ is the best choice among the plasma devices 

used in this study. 



Although the ion release results do not show a significant change, it is still too early to judge. Still, we hope 

to activate mechanisms that result in the maximal release of fluoride ions by processing plasma FV before 

applying it to tooth enamel. 

Conclusion 

Within the limitations the present study, the following conclusions may be drawn: 

1. Although SEM images indicated that Air-DBD and ArJ damaged the hexagonal structure of sample, He-

DBDJ was not induced significant morphology change on these dental substrates. 

2. He-DBDJ+FV significant increase in fluoride ions in the sample of compared to other plasma processed 

specimens 

3. The ion release results do not show a significant change in compared groups. 
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